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                KIỂM TRA CHẤT LƯỢNG HỌC KỲ I 

MÔN: TIẾNG ANH LỚP 6 
Thời gian làm bài: 45 phút 

 

Số báo danh Điểm của bài KT Họ, tên, chữ ký của giám khảo 

 Bằng số:   

Bằng chữ:  

 

SECTION A. LISTENING 
General instruction:   - The listening test consists of two parts. 

- You will listen twice for part I and three times for part II. 

Part 1. Listen to a conversation then circle the correct answer A or B to complete 

the sentences. ( 1.25 points) 
1. The students are ….. a movie for their English class. 

A. making   B. doing 
2. A movie is about ……… 

A. a best story  B. an old story. 
3. Phong is going to be a poor ….. 

A. worker  B.  farmer. 
4. Is Phong the oldest in the group? 

A. Yes, he is.  B. No, he isn’t. 

5. There is also a …… in the story. 
A. horse   B. bear 

Part 2.  Listen and tick ( ). (1.5 points)       
 

1. Question 1. 

 

       

 

 

 

      A.  

 

.     B.    

 

  C.                

 

2. Question 2. 

 

 

       

 

 

    A.                             

 

  B.  
              

  

    C.  
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3. Question 3 
 

 

     

 

     A.             

 

   B.         

 

  C.        

 

4. Question 4.  
 

 

 

 

.     A.                    

                     

  B. 

  

     C.       
 

5. Question 5.  
 

  

   A 

 

  B.  

 

 .  C.         

 

SECTION B. READING 
Part I. Read the following passage and circle the right word ( A, B, C or D) to fill 

in each blanks ( 1.25 points) 
DA NANG 

 

Da Nang has a population of nearly 
800,000 people. The Han River flows 

through the city. The city part on the east 
bank is (1)………. and more spacious. 

The city part on the west bank is more 
crowded. There are five bridges across 

the (2)………. The Han bridge is the 
newest one now. 

The cost of living in Da Nang is the lowest in (3)………….. Viet Nam. Da Nang has 
many beaches. Among them, Non Nuoc Beach is one of the most beatiful beaches in 
the world. But walking in the streets on a summer afternoon (4)………….. a good 

idea in Da Nang. There are not many trees (5)…………….. there are not many 
shadows. It is often very hot at noon.                                                             
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1. A. new  B. the newest  C. newer  D. the newer 
2. A. sea  B. lake   C. beach  D. river 

3. A. Central B. South   C. North  D. West 
4. A. are not  B. is not   C. do not  D. are not 
5. A. so  B. but    C. then  D. or 
 

Part 2. Read the e-mail and answer the following questions (1.25 points) 
Dear Phong, 

I am sorry I couldn’t write to you earlier 
bacause I was very busy. Now, we’re 

staying in a small hotel near a shopping 
area in District 10. Near my hotel, there’s 
a cinema, a post office, a supermaket and 

some cafes. There are some big shops at 
the end of the street. It is also very noisy 

here because there’s always a lot of 
traffic, day and night.  

In my hometown, I live in a quieter street. There are some small shops, a school and a 
post office in my neighbourhood but there isn’t a park and a cinema. The streets are 

narrower but they are cleaner and there isn’t so much traffic. The air is much fresher, 
too. And every house has a backyard and a frontyard. 

Love,  
Nam 

1. Where is Nam staying now? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. Why is it very noisy around his hotel? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. What are the streets in his neighbourhood like? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Is there a park in his neighbourhood? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. What are the houses in his neighbourhood like? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

SECTION C. WRITING 
 

Part 1. Put the words and phrases in the right order to make meaningful 

sentences (1.25 points) 

1. my friend’s box / six / There / coloured pencils / in / are. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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2. often / his / his / Kien / bike / hometown / rides /to / visit. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. not / late / We / school / to / go / must. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. tomorrow / working / They / milk farm / are / a / on. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. larger / The Hoang Sa Islands/ is / than/ The Truong Sa Islands. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

Part 2. Rewrite the following sentences in a way that their original meanings do 

not change (1.25 points) 

1. We have a sink, a fridge, a cooker and a cupboard in our kitchen. 

- > There………………………………………………………………………… 

2. The notebook is on the book. 

-> The book. …………………………………………………………………….. 

3. My school is bigger than my brother’s school. 

-> My brother’s school ………………….……………………………………….. 

4. It is not good to stay up late to listen to music. 

-> You shouldn’t …………………………………………………………………. 

5. How many times a week do you go to your painting club? 

-> How often………………………………………………………………………? 

 

The end 

 

 
 

BIỂU ĐIỂM, ĐÁP ÁN VÀ HƯỚNG DẪN CHẤM KIỂM 
TRA CHẤT LƯỢNG HỌC KỲ I 

MÔN: TIẾNG ANH LỚP 6 
Thời gian làm bài: 45 phút 

 
SECTION A. LISTENING 

Part 1. Part 1. Listen to a conversation then circle the correct answer A or B to 

complete the sentences. ( 1.25 points) 
 

5    x  0.25    = 1.25 points 

 

1. A. making 2. B. an old story 3. B. farmer 4. A. Yes, he is 5. B. bear 

Part 2.  Listen and tick ( ). (1.5 points)      
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5    x  0.25    = 1.25 points 
 

1. C 2. B 3. C 4. C 5. B 

SECTION B. READING 
Part I. Read the following passage and circle the right word ( A, B, C or D) to fill 
in each blanks ( 1.25 points) 

5    x  0.25    = 1.25 points 

1. C 2. D 3. A 4. B 5. A 

 

Part 2. Read the e-mail and answer the following questions (1.25 points) 
 

5    x  0.25    = 1.25 points 
1. Nam (He) is staying in a small hotel./Nam (He) is staying in a small hotel near a 

shopping area in district 10. 
2. Because there’s always a lot of traffic, day and night. 
3. They are narrow but they are clean and there isn’t so much traffic. 

4. No, there isn’t. 
5. They all have a backyard and a frontyard./They have a backyard and a frontyard. 

 
SECTION C. WRITING 

 
Part 1. Put the words and phrases in the right order to make meaningful 

sentences (1.25 points) 
5    x  0.25    = 1.25 points 

1. There are six coloured pencils in my friend’s box. 
2. Kien often rides his bike to visit his hometown. 

3. We must not go to school late. 
4. They are working on a milk farm tomorrow. 
5. The Truong Sa Islands is larger than The Hoang Sa Islands. 

Part 2. Rewrite the following sentences in a way that their original meanings do 
not change (1.25 points) 

1. There is a sink, a fridge, a cooker and a cupboard in our kitchen. 
2. The book is under the notebook. 

3.  My brother’s school is smaller than my school (mine). 
4. You shouldn’t stay up late to listen to music. 

5. How often do you go to your painting club? 
 

The end 
 

Tapescipt semester 1 
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01- Listening test for grade six semester one. You will have 2 minutes to look 
through your listening section. The listening test consists of two parts. You 

will listen twice for the part I and three times for part II. 
02- Nhac cho 
03- Part 1.  Listen to a conversation then circle the correct answer A or B to 

complete the sentences. Now listen! 
04 – What are you doing girls? 

05 We are making a movie for our English class. It’s going to be an old story, you 
know, like a fairy tale. 

06- Cool! Who’s going to be in the movie? 
07- Well, I am going to be a princess, and Khang will be a prince. 

08- That’s good choice. Khang look like a prince. Who else will be in the movie? 
09- Let’s see…. Phong’s going to be a poor farmer. 

10- Phong? A farmer? I don’t know. Do you think he’s a little too young? 
11- But noone is older than him. Ah…. There’s also a bear in the story. Would you 

like to be a bear? 
12- Wow! Can I? That’s wonderful! Let me have a try. 

 
13- Now listen to the coversaton again to check your answer. Listen! 
 

 


